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$TATEM!i:Nl' OF THE PROBL~M 
Punpose of t~e Study 
The present study is an attempt to de~ermine some o~ the processes 
involved in word recognition. :tt wil~ ~e :piiimal;:'ilY C9Mefl1r~4 wit11 the 
manner in which woids are stored in mem<;>ry. in partieular, the presen~ 
study is concerqed with posstl;>le elHferiences j.n tJ:ie f!lethod o~ s~<;>r~ge 
of words and nonwords (nomsen~e words) in relatively perm~nent memQry. 
For e~~mple, thes~ 4~£~erences might be in t;:erm~ Qf ~~e locq1;:ion in 
whi<:.:h the items a.re st;oted. (ln t;llh t12~~, !ocqt;i\:>n re:fevs t;o a 
hypot;hetieal subd.ivisi<;n~ of memory, and not a s~ec:i..f:i,o physi(:;~l lqci;ile.) 
The nature of the p:l;'oduct;i.on anP, 1.1rnderstiand~p.g of wo;i;-ds su~~~st'3 th.;i.t 
an orderly, interrelated art"<Q.ngement; of me'l!l<;>ljy exists fol:" wQrcils. Are 
nonsense words introduced into this netwo~k if Ss are ~equired, to learn 
them? Or are they stored ~pftrt in, a special type of w.emory $torage? 
D.ata p'J:'ooessing rnachineE! erei'J.te t~l).'IPO'tllip;y st;:qra~e reg:i,sters o!I!' "scirat11;h 
files" as they are req4;i,:ped. Analogous to this qi~y be tlrn t~mJ~Qr&ry 
learning of a name 1 address, or telephone n~b~r needed for a day or 
two, but ~orgptten after it is np longer useful. th~ intent ot this 
discussion is not to suggest th,at be.caui:ie some mf!.terial is Pel).'lernbered 
i'J.nd some is forgoti:en that there must be permanent and temporary memory 
storage locations, but ;rat;:her that such an o:rrganization co1,1.ld be func ... 
t;ion,al. U memory for no11words is fun~tiona~ly diffei-~nt f·.r:om memory 
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for words, the results 0£ stµdies using nqnwprds to ~~t~~tne ro~morY 
for words. The present paper is 9on~erned with e~a~ination of ~videnc:e 
whieh supports or does not support the hypoth~sis 9f diffe~ent storage 
locations fq~ different;: types of mat~rial to be stored. ~n addition, 
the present study is expected to replicate some p~tterns o~ ~~sult:s 
of previous studies and lend suppp~t to earlier hypot;:hes~s about the 
chE\racte:rist:ics of word memo:n~. A review of soml'! l;"e1evan~ rese~r~h 
will define these ~xpectations, and lead to the rat~onale fo;r th~ 
pr:esent study. 
Frequency Variables 
1 ,; i Q 1A • 
A PaPer by St~~n~rs, Forbach, and Readley ~l971) exami~ed the 
effect o~ frequency of initial and termin~l lett~r o~ trigr~ms on word/ 
consonant;.,,vowel-cqnsonant words (WORDs), conson~nt ... vowe1-consonamt nan~ 
tical initial and terminal consonants were used in the thre~ ~atego+ies 
of material, e.g., SAT, SUT, ~nd SBT. $y varying the fr~queney of the 
initial and/or terminal consonant (high or l~w), four sets ~f ~tems were 
formed~ They found that the CVCs take th~ lqngest to clas~ify, CCCs 
take the least time, and WORDs take an intermediate ~mount of time; but 
each category was different from the other two. Lebter frequency did 
not produce a significant effect on CCCs. How~ver, ietter frequency 
(compoqent frequency) did produce a significant effect on eves and 
WORPs. The :results were interp1reted .;i.s sµpporting a two stag~ 
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as~ru:med that thE\l :UlegaUty of th~ CGC produc;ed t:he ;t."eje~~;i.Qa qf the 
This search was assumed to proc~e~ through a subset of ~he internal 
lexicon, where the size of the sv.bset iis a funct;ion of the fre~p,1.enc;y of 
the components, in thh c;ase, the ini·t;ial and term~i:ial c;onsona:p.ts. H 
the item is a eve, unsuccessful e~haustive sear~h of th~ subset is 
assumed to qcour. Th\J.s for a eve;:, sei:u:19h continul;l1s long;er t:haµ fQJ;" a. 
WORD, which does nqt requi:t'e exh~µstiv~ siearc;h, sincE;: ii:; ~an b~ ~hssi,.. 
fied as a word when a ''semant; ic marker" is enpou,:p.te;i;e4. At this po;i.nt;, 
count indicated that :frec!f1..1,eni::y of t;he ~m.itial and tePllin~i l~~f;Flt'S 
covaried with frequency of thQ CVQs as units ;in English. (It should 
be noted that eves can oi;:cur as words, e,g., "cat;," and '1'f,s unit.s which 
CVCs may occur only as pa:i;ts of other we>rds, e.g., "swamp," "c;a.ve~ory~" 
and concatE\lnate.") Thus althollgh the data s1,1g;gei;;ted some sort of 
sea;i:-ch of a su'Pset of memory for an encoded form of a WORQ or CVC 0 it 
could not differentiate betw~en the following posi;iible alterni'ltives: 
(1) The subset is c!eli!Jli.ted by the fret!JQ.~mcy of the ccimponents qf t;:he 
item, i,e., the init:Lal and te:r:mi.na.l lette:ris; or (2) the subsEi!t is 
i.dentifi~o by the encodeq version of the item a.s a unit. Rowever, 
whatever the method of spec:tfying the su,bset fQr sr;iarch, e~hau,stive 
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subset c:>f memo;ry for WOlU>a can apcqunt fo;r the diffe;o111p.ees in lat¢ncy. 
To choose between the uni~~frequency hypothes;s an4 th~ letter~ 
~requenc;:y hypothesis, St,111.nners and Forp,ach (1973) did a study using as 
identical initial ~nd ~emnin~i con~onant clu~ters (CCs) WQfe use4. 
These CCs were varied from hig~ to low ~~e~µ~ncy. Si.nq~ the frequen~y 
ot' the CCVCCs and CCCC<:s ~s· units (l;hat is, the ;t;~ia<'l'Wi!ni::y wd.th w~ie?h ~he 
latency within each cat~~o~y must be ~t~ribut~ble tQ ~h~ fr~qu~ncy 
manipul~ttions of ~he initia~ and te~~inal CC~. Fgr ~~gl~~h wo~4s, th~ 
pt;'ol;>lem is coI11-plic~ted, sii;i.ce in addit;:i~n to the ~lieqµaMy <:>~ t;h~ GCs~ 
there is the ~r~quency with which the ~ has ~ncount~re4 a given wo~d. 
'l'his freqµency is i;i.ssumed to be appro~i™"ted. by the '.fhorndike .. Leirge 
(1944) coµnt. Thus within the category WO~~, frequency ~f CCs a1one 
may not account fo~ differences in l~t~ncy of classi~~oation. 
CCVCCs requi~ing the mo~t ti~e, and WORI;l~ requiring ~n ~ntefmediate 
amount of time. ~ore interesting was the signifio~nt ef~e~t of CC 
fiequency on latency which occur1;"~d in ~11 three categorie~ pf: mat;erij;il~ 
Gener~lly, for the npnwords, low frequency CCs prpduced faster class~eiR 
cation latency, and high frequency CCs produced lpnger latencies. The 
5 
e:Efect for WORDs was gen,e"PaUy oppos~te that;·fol:'.p.onwo:t;!'ds •. But since 
WORDs have a uni~ frequency in adpition to cc f~equenay, r~sults ~or 
them might be ~~pected to differ from those for nonwords. 
rhese results were interprete9 as follows: (1) The inforqiation 
avdlable :from the CCs is ci.bstrac;t!!ed and used to furi.ction~Jly Pi¥C:\,l.m:" 
scribe a subeet o~ i:nemory for &ea:rrch. (Rubenstein, J,iewils ~ and 
~ubenstein, 197la, have proposed a simi+ar process which they h~ve 
called "m11rking. ") (2) Afte-r marking ii;; completed, the item is encoded 
as a unit fo:i; compallison with, the contents of 1:!h~ mark1;id, 9,u,bset of 
memory. If the item j_s unlawfµl .!l.S in the case of the CCCOCe;, it is 
rejected immediately. If not, it is encoded and seai~h ot the marked 
subset is carried ~ut, exhaustively t~f CCVCOs since they are nqt in 
memory. On the other band, for ~word, the~e is only partial s~arch of 
the subset, This process would account for the ~ifferenc~s in ~at~n~i~s 
for the t:h~ee categories of m,9,t~rial. (~) It i~ ~lso ass4llle~ that poth 
mar~ing and search time vary dire~tly with the fre~uenoy ot the CCs~ 
since the high frequency CCs represent more occurrences in Engli$h than 
do the low frequenQy CCs. Th:is woµld l'l<;;Count f9r the d;i..U~J;enoes Within 
the two categories of nonwords. (4) To acc~µnt £~r the opp9si~e effect 
et CC frequerwy fQr WORDs ~ examin~tion o~ the unit; frequ~ru::y pf the 
WORDs in qonjunction with the CC f~eqµency is necessary. A set of l~ 
fill~r items were used for ~h~ compari$on. These ite~s we~~ cqnsrructed 
with identical high frequency initi~l and te~inal CCs, differiµg only 
in the medial vowel and the '.):1horndik,e-Lorge frequency, eif:;her very high 
or very low. For example, CROSS~CRASS, and TRUTR~TROTR. The means of 
these sets showec;! high frequency items were classified signi:f;iq111.tly 
faster than low frequency items. This was interpret~d as an indication 
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searched first, and low,..uee ite,ms $eareh~c;[ only if necessf\:ry. 
A study by Loftu,s, :Free(iman, and Loft\.\S <ino) t.Jsing i:t, dif:l;Elrent 
task (retrieval of. an instance of one e>f many di:('.ferent sero,ant;ic; 
categotlies) hl:l.s shown that high f:requency words tend to be given first. 
This could be interpreted as evidenc~ that giv~n a gener~l area of 
memory for searc:h, the most freqµent it;;ems wouid be attended i;;o first. 
This interp11etation is al110 congru~nt with the Spev,r hypothesis proposed 
by Uncie:rwood and Solwlz (19~0).. 'l;'hey cit;~ as su~gestive evidence 
classical free assoeiati~:m li~t~ (J1:,?hI1;son, 19~6, ;ai;i,d ll<;>';l{es, 1957), and 
category assooiatipn data (C!!1hen, Bous;Ei~ld, p.nd Whitma:;rsh, 1957). 
These studies indicate th.,_t the fre~uency o:E a word is d.ire~tly related 
to response probability. 
Homogroiiphy 
An earliel:' p;;ip.·.e'.I'.' by R1,1henst~;in, Gil!rfielcl,, and M:UUkan (1970) had 
' , ' • ' • , ' -, '• I 
;found some ot the same results r!2Jpc:r);'ted in $tanners et; al,. (1971) and 
Stanners and Forbach (1973), and some other pertinent results~ The 
task in the Ru'benstein, et al. (i970) sJ,:µdy was <;iho word/µonword classi-
f:i.cation. They foµnd that words were ~lassified faster than nonwords, 
and high frequency wards were Gla~~ifi~Q. fast:e-r than 19w bequenoy 
words. In addition, they :foµnd t:hat: homag;:r1:i.:phs (wol;ds w:i.th mµlt;iple 
meanings) were clasis:i.fied faster than nonhqmogl;'aphs, and that: within 
homographs concreteness had a signUioa,nt effect~ No satisf?ctory 
explanation Of the concret~P,ess ef:l;ect Was foµ,nd, llOWeVel;'.', after they 
ruled out the poss:i.bil~ty that lower r~act:ion time (RT) for ho~ographs 
could be att:ribµted, to greP.ter tamU:i.ar:Lty, they postulated that a 
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possible explanation for th~ effect of homography cquld be the existence 
the internal le:dcon. 'rhh effect was assumec;l to exist f9r uns;ystematic 
homographs (homogl:'aphs whose meanings are unrelat$d, such as "yard"--a 
linear meas1 .. ri:;e, and "yard".,. .. an enclosure). Thus if no particular 
meaning was refe;renced, as in a worq/nonword classification task, words 
with multiple entries would have an advantage since the most accessible 
entry could be referenced. They also assumed that systematic homographs, 
I- ... 
sucl;l as "plow" (thE!l verb) and "plow" (the noun) woµld probably ,E£! have 
multiple entries, but would instead be represented in the internal 
lexicon by one entry, and a special "label" for each syntactic class 
required. Post hoc partitioning of tb,e appropri?te homographs tended to 
support this interpretaHon~ '.I'here was also an ipdication that relative 
fre~uency of meaning for homographs might be important for the facili-
tation effect of homog~aphy. That is~ if one ~eaning of a ho:rnograph is 
much lower in freq¥ency relative to the other, it was sug~ested that 
the effect of homog:raphy might be minimized. 
To account for the observed effects, Rubenstein et al. (1970) 
postulated a search process which involves at least four stages: 
(1) Quantization, the division of the stimulus into ~egments; 
(2) markin&, a process which uses the output of qµantizatiop to mark 
some subset of lexical entries; (~) comparison of quantization outputs 
with marked entries; and (4) se~ecUon of: th~ marked ent:i;-y that sati.sf;ies 
the acctiracy criterion set by ~· Steps b3 are assumeq to proceed as 
long as required. Also, marking of one output of quantizat~on i$ 
assumed to proceed while subse~uent qµ~ntization is continuing, as 
required~ ~he results were explained as follows; (1) The word 
8 
frequency effect is the result of marking entries in the highest 
frequency range first, and then proceeding to lower frequencies as 
required; (2) the homographic effect is due to a random search within 
., 
each marked set. The prpbability of finding one of several' entries for 
: ·.-· .',:. '~ 
a homograph is higher than for a nonhomograph with a single lexical 
entry. Thus RT should be faster for homographs on tht!' average; (3) the 
suggested effect of relative frequency of homographs w'as tentatively 
attributed to the assumption that different frequencies are marked at 
different times in the search process, and thus ~or homographs with 
different relative frequencies only one entry is available during 
comparison; (4) nonwords require the most time since exhaustive search 
of all sets marked by quantization output is required. 
A second study (Rubenstein et al., 197la) examined the effects of 
systematicity and relative frequency of meanings of homographs in much 
more detail. They found that the facilitatin~ effect of homography is 
observable only when the meanings of t;he homograwhs are not systemat-
ically related, and also tend to be equiprobable in relative frequency. 
These findings support the tentative model suggested in the earlier 
paper and suggest that marking proceeds in order of frequency of 
occurrence of meanings if there are multiple mean:Lngs of a word. Since 
systematic homographs had no significant facilitation effect, the 
hypothesis that they do not have multiple entries was supported. The 
authors also noted that the idea of a random search may be strange. But 
since word recognition usually occurs during conversation or reading, 
additional information is available which helps redu9e the size of the 
set to be marked to a very few ite~s. A random search of a small number 
of items in the search set would take very little time, and therefore 
the idea of random search may not be too unreasonable. 
9 
Encoding1 Variables and Homophony 
An explanation of word storage and recognition must also consider 
the nature of the encloded form of the stimulus which is to be compar~d 
with the internal form of the stored word. Rubenstein, La.wis, and 
Rubenstein (197lb) attempted to asce~tain whether or not the stimulus is 
recoded phonemically in visual word recognition, a.nd if so, when in the 
recognition process the recoding is accomplished, They also attempted 
to determine whether search through the internal lexicon employs a 
phonemic or orthographic code. 
Experiment I involved further analysis of the nonwords used in 
Rubenstein et al. (1971a). The:re were three categories of these non .. 
-,·-
words: (1) Items which were orthographically illegal in English, but 
pronounceable (gratf~ lamg); (2) items which were orthograhically 
illegal and unpronounceable (likj, crepw); and (3) items which were 
orthographically legal (strig, plind). The authors proposed that if 
phonamic recoding occurs, there should be a difference in the two types 
of illegal items due to difference in pronounciability. They also 
proposed that if latency for legal nonwords is greater than that for 
both the illegal types, phonemic recoding can be attributed to 
quantization~ This is based on the ass~ptipn that the illegal items 
would be rejected before any search would be required. The results 
showed that illegal unp~onounceable nonwords took significantly less 
classification time than did the illegal pronounceable items. Legal 
nonwords took the longest. Both results support the prediction of the 
model. 
~xperiment II of the Ru~enstein et al. (1971a) study was designed 
to determine the nature of the e~coded form of the stimulus used for 
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search through the :Lnternal lexicon. Three types of nonword$ were used: 
(1) Nonwords homophonia with low frequency words, e.g., stail; (2) non~ 
.....---.-
words homophonic with high frequency words, e,g., brane; and (3) nonwords 
E£! homophonic with words. The authors predicted that if marking and 
comparison of m,emory ent;ries is caJ;ried out using phonemic representa-
tions of the stimulus, then the phonemic match of "bran,e"/breyn/ would 
match the phonemic match of "brain"/brEjlyn/. Thus correct elassification 
of "brane" would require the usu.;=il exhaustive search time, plus time to 
compare orthographic representations of ~n item whenever a phonemic 
match was found. However, nonwords not homographic with words wou1d 
require only exhaustive search time, and should therefore on the 
average take less time t:o classify. The results showed a signi£icant 
effect of homophony.in the predicted direction. This :i;-esul,t supports 
the phonemic recoding hypothesis alsoo 
Experiment III e~am~ned effects of frequency and homophony for 
words. In this case, homophones should require more time for classi-
fication than nonhomophones, due t:o the d,elay caused by finding an 
inappropriate orthographic entry. frequency $hould also have a 
significant .effect, i.e., high frequency words should have faster 
latencies. The, results supported the predictions, and were interpreted 
I 
as an indication. ~hat a mateh in phcmemic code is not suffii;i:i.,ent to 
classify an item; "o.ft\'l;10graphic inform1:1.tion is checked also, and thus if 
the first match found is orthographically inappropriate, recognition is 
delayed. Rubenstein et al. (197lb) also suggest a possible method of 
detection of phonemic illegalities based qn distinctive features 
analysis during quantization,. In their experiment, the illegality oc-
curred only as the final phoneme cluster. They found generally that as 
the number of illegal distincti.ve features increased, the illegality 
tl 
tended to be discove~ed more rapidly. Howev~r, this i~t~rp;~tation was 
not abie to explain why ~hese illega~ nons~n~e wo~ds wer~ not; classified 
fastl;!r than worcls. If the detectiQn. of :l,llega.liti~s ocCt.Jt'S du:J;"ing 
quantization as they propose, illegal nonsense words.should have shorter 
latencies than English words. Stanners and Forbach (1973) found that 
illegal nonsense words (B~NG, PRBSS) were ~lassified fast~r than any 
other material, This supports the hypothesis that d~tection of illegal-
ities occurs during quantization, but suggests that quanti~ation may be 
sensitive only to very gross illegalities in o~thography, and that the 
definition of illegality used by Ruqenstein et al. (1~7lb) may be the 
cause of the apparent ;lqconsistency, 
An experiment by Kollasch and Kausl~+ (1972) u~in~ aural presents-
tion of study words for later visual req~gnition, gemonstrated an inter~ 
esting effect of homopqony. The miss rate for recognition of the low 
frequency, or secondarY form of the homoph0ne was gre~ter than for the 
I I • 
high frequency, qr p+imary fopn o:t; the ho~phon,e. Since the study trials 
F ... 
were on the phonemic represen~ation of the item (the same for both 
forms), recognition rates should not differ unless the "tag" ai;;signed to 
an item in memory to mark i~ for latet +ecognition was based on a 
priority system which varied with frequency~ The results indicated that 
the 1110st frequently 1,1sed item was t;he one which w~s usually "tagged." 
The ! bearing /payn/ was more likelY to recogni~e the visual presenta~ 
tion of pain than ~ane. Although this stugy was not a word/nonword 
classification st;udy, it supports the mo9el propqsed by both Stanners 
and Forbach (1973), and Rubenstein et al. (197la, 197lb) with regard to 
predicted frequency effects. It does not, however, differentiate the 
two models wit;h respect to the loqus of the facilitation eff~ct of 
freq u,~ncy, 
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Decision Aspects of Classification 
, , · I I fl 
A problem which has not been considered in m~ch detail involves the 
decision aspects of classif;i..ca~ion. The models discussed J;i.ave assumed 
that some kind of exhaustive search of at least a portion of the 
inte+nal lexicon is the basis for classification of a nonword correctly. 
However, what happens at the end of that fruitless search may be quite 
important to retrieval models in general. For ~xample, when a search is 
finished, is a second search startec! immediately for a ":recheck" of the 
results before a respon,se is made? Doe:;; a bias toward faE?ter responses 
change part of the process? Will the ~ who feels accuracy is most 
important do the task with more ehecks and rechecks? Poes practice on 
the task affect wor~s and nonwords the Sqme way? Although this last 
question is usually answered in the affirmative (or apparently assumed 
so by most experimenters), the~e is evidence that practice affects 
correct word classification, and correct nonword classification 
differentially. Fo~bach, Stanners, anq Hochhaus (1973) hav~ shown that 
over the course of approximately 300 classification trials, word 
classification speeQ. shows no signif:i,.eant improvement. On the other 
hand, practice on the classification task p~o4uces a large reduction in 
the latency of ~lassification for nonwords. T~is eff~ct appears to 
continue to some extent over even the last 100 trial9. One interpreta~ 
tion of this effect is based on possible courses of action adopted by 
the ~ after an unsuccessful search. For example, he may decide to 
"recheck" the search subset in case he n;iissec;l the item during the 
initial search. Practice on this task may lead to more confidence in 
accepting the outcome of the first search, anc;l eliminate both the time 
for a second search and the time to decide whether or not another 
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search is required. This interpretation woQld predict no decrease in 
latency for words as a funct~on of pr~ctiQe, since no dec~sion regarding 
"rechecking" would be necessary on aU those trials in wh;i.ch a wo:t:'d is 
found. The presence of an interaction of practice with stimulus type 
(word vs. nonwofd) for a lexical deci$ion task sugges~$ care is 
necessary to avoid confounding pract;ice with other independent 
vaJ,"iables. 
Semantic Variables 
One question which has not yet been considered involves the extent 
to which semantic infotniation is involved in the task of cl~~sifying an 
item as word or nonword. Does indexing a location in th~ internal 
lexicon automatically provide se~n~ic information also~ or is another 
step necessary to ret:i;ieve semantic i'riformation? Woul4 semantic 
information about the to-be~found item aid its ;Lndexing? What other 
kinds of information are being assimilated by the S, and does this 
" ,_ 
information facilitate or interfere with the task? 
St~oop (1935) found that if subjects were instructed to read the 
color na.iµes "red," "green," "blue•" "brown," and "purple," when those 
words were printed in ink of a color different from that named by the 
word, they could read the list as quickly as a control list printed in 
black ink. HoweveJ.", when asked to state the color of the ink in which 
-.~~
each of a list of words was printed, there was a large interference 
effect. (Here also, the color named by the word was always different 
from the color of the ink in which it; was printed.) Naming the color 
of the ink used to print each word qn the list took much longer than 
naming the color of blocks of squares or swastikas which served as the 
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control list. It appears that even though he was not asked to interpret 
the actual letters (which form~d wor~s), the§ wa~ extracting semantic 
meaning from the letter strings. And in fact, although practice reduced 
the interference effect, § could not completely inhibit the normal 
response to a letter string and do the task as fast as the control task, 
If such a strong effect as this can occur even when S tries to 
suppress it, it might be the case ~hat there are other more subtle, but 
powerful effects on a subject's performp.nce when instructions make no 
effort to ~ontrol or manipulate these effects, 
A study by Meyer and Ellis (1970) h,as suggested 1!hat in same tasks, 
the §:might be engaged in parallel searches for some specific semantic 
information and/or evidence that a given letter string is in fact a word. 
In their experiment, the §was required to classify a letter string as 
(1) a word or nonword, or (2) a member (or not ~ memqer) qf a small or 
large semantic category when given the category name. An S could 
classify a word correctly faster than a nonword correctly, as found by 
previous investigators mentioned earlier. In addition, however, he 
could classify a nonword as not a member of a semantic category faster 
t;han he could classify a word as not a member of a semantic category. 
To account for these resµlts, Meyer and Ellis proposed a parallel race 
between a "meaning-decision," and a "word-decision." The time for each 
of these decisions is assumed to be a random variable, with the two 
distributions overlapping somewhat. (The proposed model does not specify 
the relationship bet;ween the means of the t;wo distributions.) Thus for 
nonwords, when the task requires a decision about meaning, both the 
word-decision and the meaning-decision enter the race. The conclusion 
of either will produce the required "no" response, since if the letter 
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st:ring is not a word, i~ cannot b~ in a semant:i.c Qatego!ry, When a 
nonword is tJ;ie stimulus fo~ the question "ls th,is a word?" only the 
word-decision enters the race. Th,us on the average, this search would 
take longer (only the Word-decision enters the race, and the outco~e 
must w~it until it finishes). ~he same explanation applies for words, 
but since no exhaustive search is required, words would require less 
search time than the nonwords for a word-decision~ On the other hand, 
when a word is presented for semantic search, but is not a me~er of the 
semant:i.c category cued, the §. must wait for ~he 'j::'esults of the ''mean.:i,ng-
qecisi.oµ," even if the word decision finishes Urst;. Thus negative 
semantic decisions take longer for words than for nonwo~ds. These 
results 9uggest it might be useful to consider some parallel process 
models in attempting to e~plain word classification tasks~ 
Using a word/nonword classifiqation t;ask, Meyer and Sohvaneveldt 
(1971) demonstrated a ~acilitation Q£ the classification of a word 
which innnediately followed classification of a se~ntically associated 
word, e.g., DOCTOR-NURSE. The§. s~w a display of two letter strings 
displayed one above the other. In the first e~p~riment §. was asked to 
identify both strings as words or not. When two associateq words were 
displayed to~ether, classification time was significantly faster than 
the response latency for classifying two unassociated words. However, 
the "no" responses were s<;>mr;aw'b;at confounded. since a nonword. discovered 
in the first position <;>f the displGl.y te:i:mina,ted evaluation ijind produced 
a fast "no" response. In Experiment II the same stimuli and. apparatus 
were used, b\!t §. was askE;!d t;:o respond by pres!'ling the "same:" key ;i.f 
both. letter strings were wor~s or both ware non.words. He Wi!\S to press 
the "different" key if a word Ftnd a.· no:nword appeared in the display. 
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Again, associated words r~quired less ~ime for correct classification 
than did unassociated words. Also, the "same" rf;!sponse took. longer for 
two nonwords than for two words of either type. The results were 
explained in terms of a model involving two separate, successive deci-
sions. Serial processing from the top to the bottom of the display is 
assumed. Each letter string is evaluated as to being a word or nonword, 
and then the decisions are compared, prodt.icing t;:he correct;: respqnse if 
each lexical decision is correct. Since nonwords typically require 
more time for a single correct qlassification than words, two such 
responses should require a longer time than two classification responses 
for words. However, no previous wo!,"k. has provided a possible explanatiqn 
for the facilitation effect of associated words. The authors suggested 
a "locatiqn-shifting" model which assumes semantically reljiited items 
are functionally proximal~ and the time required for a shift from one 
word to another varies directly with semantic relatedness. This 
explains the word effects. 'rhe authors aho suggest a ch:aractel;'istic 
of nonword memory search which is an aspect of the model proposed by 
Stanners and Forbach (1973), namely, a nonword is classified correctly 
not by searching all of th~ internal lexicon, but rather by searching 
the memory subset in which a particular item would be stQ!1ed if it were 
in fact a word. This requires exhaustive search of at;: least some area, 
which on the averagi;i would require mo:i:ie time than search fo'J; a word found 
before the termination of ,an exhaustive search. This aspect of the 
model accounts for the nonword "same" results. 
One other interesting result reported by Meyer and Schvaneveldt 
(1971) is the fact that when the word was displayed on top of a mixed 
display ("different" response required), response latency was shorter 
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than when the nonword was displayed above a word, By invo~ing the often 
replicated word frequency E;iffect, the "lo<;?at;ion-shifting" i;nodel explains 
these results as follows: iexical-decision search starts first in the 
more frequent sectors of the internal lexicon; it an item is not found, 
a shift is made to another sector, and so on until the item is found, or 
search of possible locations is complete. Thus if a worq is evaluated 
first, the "pointer" is closer to the beginning point (especially when 
the word is a frequent word), and little or no shift time is required to 
process the second item, the nonword. How~ver, when a nonword is first, 
the pointer shifts from the high frequency sector, to the iow frequency 
sector, and then back to the high frequency sector wpen the second item 
is processed. This requires more time, and thus when the nonword is 
displayed first, the total decision time is longer. 
A subsequent paper by Schvane'veldt and Meyer (1971) using a display 
of three strings of letters has replicated the association facilitation 
effect, and produced some critical tests of possible models. rhe ~was 
asked to decide if all t:hree lettep strings were words ("yes") or not 
("no"). Three types of letter strings were used: (1) Words unassociated 
with any other words in the display; (2) words which were associated with 
another word in the display; and (3) nonwords. Displays with three non-
words or three associated words were not used. An important v~riable 
was the position of a nonword in a display with two words, and the 
position of a word in a display with two nonwords. 
Three alternative models were considered, A Spreadina-Excitation 
Model (Collins and Quillian, 1970; Warren, 1972) which is based on the 
concept of neural excitation. It is assumed that retrieval of qn it~m 
excites surrounding locations, and thus facilitates retrieval of 
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information from these locations. The Loqation-Shiftiµg Mpdel (Meyer 
, .. ~
11Lnd Schvaneveldt, 1971) propoi;;es tli.a1: infoJ:"mation can be "read <;mt" of 
only one memory location at a $iven instant (much like infor~ation is 
read from a magnetic tape by a comp\,lter). They assumed that tiiµe is 
required to shift locations, and ~ince associated information is assumed 
to be stored closer together on the tape, associated material would 
require less time because of l~ss shifting. A third possible model is 
a version of a Semantic-Comparison Model. This model suggests that the 
association effect is due to lowering the response criterion for 
associated wor~s during the early evaluation of an item (Schaeffer and 
Wallace, 1970). This bias toward the positive response is assumed to 
then facilitate a positive response for associated words, and inhibit a 
negative response for associated words. (aowever it has been argued 
that this type of model may not be appropriate for a lexical decision 
task, in Meyer and Schvaneve1dt. (1971) since in the lexical decision 
task only information about word/nonword status is required. If 
another stage for meaning comparii:ion is added, a facilitation or 
inhibition effect cannot be attributed solely to the retrieval stage or 
the comparison stage.) 
To examine possible strategies for processing the three-item 
display, the first analysis tested for an etfeet of position of the non-
word in the display when it was with two unassociated words. A highly 
significant linear effect of position was found, indicating that in the 
majority of cases, ~processed the material starting with the top item, 
and then proceeded serially down through the display. This appeared 
to continue until encoµntering a nonword terminated the search with a 
negative response, £!: until all three items weve judged words, producing 
a positive response. 
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For positive responses including two associated wqrds, there was a 
significant association ef~ect regardless of the position of the two 
associated words in the display, !his argues agai~st th~ Location~ 
Shifting Model. 
For negative responses, the association facilitation effect occurs 
only if the two associated words are in positions one and two of the 
display. In addition to supporting the serial processing hypothesis, 
this provides evidence against the Semantic ... Comparison Model, which 
' ' . . ' '. I I ' ... 
predicts that the negative response for two associated words and a non-
word should take lon&er than the response to two ~nassociated words with 
a nonword. (It could, however, be argued that the negative response on 
which Schaeffer and Wallace (1970) qase their predictiop of inhibition 
of associated words is not the same as the negative response used here.) 
Since the interpretation of results is baseQ to a great extent on 
the serial processing assumption, the finding that two nonwords followed 
by a word was classified "no" faster than a nonword followed by two words 
should be noted. Strict serial processing cannot account for this 
result, which suggests some kind of p~rallel, or overlapping processing. 
The results in general do not support a Locatian ... Shifting or 
Semantic-Comparison Model~ and do support a Spreading~Excitation Model 
of associative facilitation. Also, there is evidence that the facilita-
tion effect lasts at least 200 ... 400 msec. 
Meyer, Schvaneveldt, and Ruddy (1972) have repeated the basic 
experiments discussed above (two-item and three-item displays) with one 
important methodological change. Rather than a simultaneous display of 
letter strings, they are pi;esented successively, contingent upon word/ 
nonword classification of each item in sequence. Thus serial processing 
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can be assured. The basic results of associative facilitation were 
replicated, and it was also shown that the facilitation effect decreases 
by about one-half if a delay of four seconds is imposed between presen-
tation of associated words. This also supports a Spreading-Excitation 
~, with a provision for decay of excitation as a function of time. 
It was also shown that a visual mask (which degrades a stimulus) slows 
recognition less when the stimulus word is associated with a preceding 
word. This suggests the possibility of associative facilitation of 
some kind during the encoding stage (Sternberg, 1967). 
Content-Addressable Models 
An assumption of content-addressable models (sEle Norman, 1969) is 
that the stimulus item is the "address" of the material in memory. The 
studies reviewed have shown that information abstracted from the 
external form of the item interacts with stored information and various 
memory characteristics to provide the address, and suggests that the 
address should be considered the coordinates of a particQlar subset of 
the internal lexicon. Morton (1965) has attempted to develop a content-
addressable memory system capable of accepting enough input information 
to find the exact "address" of a word in memoryr 
The theory is based on a hypothetical memory unit called a logogen 
(from logos--word, and genus--birth). According to Morton, 
The logogen is a device which accepts information from the 
sensory analysis mechanisms concerning the properties of 
linguistic stimuli and from context-producing mechanisms. 
When the logogen has acclllllulated more than a certain amount 
of information, a response· ••• is made available. [f.n this 
context, an available response is a word which is implicitly 
available for verbalization./ Each logogen is in effect defined 
by the infortllation it can accept and by the response it makes 
available. Relevant information can be described as the set 
of attributes ••• semantic, visual, and acoustic sets ••• 
incoming informa~ion has only a numerical effect upon any 
lqgqgen which merely counts the number of members of its 
defining set which occur, without regard to their origin. 
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When the count rises above a threshold value, the corresponding 
response is made available (pp.165-166). 
The most important aspect of this model is the fact that input is 
accepted d~rectly by the "storage location," the loaogen. In this 
sense, the model is a direct-access, content-addressable model. But it 
is important to note the assumption that input from one word may raise 
the mean count in several logogens due to the fact that some words have 
conunon features. Another important assumption is that over a long time 
interval, the logogen counts decay to some minimtml ''mean" value analo-
gous to a baseline value, unless new input is accepted by the _lo_s.ogen. 
The important features of the model involve factors that change 
the threshold and/or the mean count of the loisogen. Context (c) is 
assumed to raise the mean count 'Of a logogen., This has the net effect· 
of moving the total count of the logogen toward the critical value. A 
logo_ge~ also accepts stimulus (s) input from the set of attributes 
associated with a particular word. Input of these attributes raises 
the count of the logogens sem1itive to the particular attributes. 
However, the stimulus effect is momentary. This assumption is required 
since many words have similar construction. Stimulus properties of 
these items would raise the count in several logog~ simultaneously. 
If the effect of stimulus did not disappear rapidly (Morton assumes 
decay is complete in lfJss than one second) the mean count of many 
lo_sogens would remain hi.gh and inappropriate responses would result 
from input of attributes which by chance would cause the logoa;en to 
fire. Thus Morton assumes that the effect of stimulus is transient, 
and the effect of context is sel;f-sustaining. The combined effe,ct of 
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stimulus and context is assumed to be momentarily additive such that the 
count in the appropriate lososen is taised by (~ + s). 
The effect of word frequency on a logoge~ is quite complex. Th~s 
effect is on the threshold of a logosen, rather than mean count. Both 
the effect of word frequency (frequency of the type estimated by the 
Thor:ndike·Lorge 1944 count) and the momentary effect of repetition of a 
word are due to the same hypothesized property of a logogen. When a 
\7ord is presented, the threshold of the appropriate logogen is assumed 
to be lowered drastically-~thus the same word repeated innnediately would 
:require n,iuc.£ J$~s input to fire the logogen. However, within a matter 
of minutes after firing, threshold moves back up to a point ju~t ~ 
the original value. The hypothesized reason tb,at high f~equency words 
(Thorndike·Lorge frequency) have lower thresholds relative to low 
ftequency words results from the cumulative effect of each single 
presentation of a word--each time a word fires a logogen, the net effect 
(on threshold) is a minutely lowered threshold, Therefore more presen-
tations of a word result in higher frequency of experience, and lower 
threshold according to the logogen model. 
' . 
The logog":!! model takes into: account the effect of conte~t,. specific 
stimuli, frequency, and repetition of the same item, and predicts their 
effect on the logogen. One advantage of this modt;ll is the ease with 
which it can be modified to account for the effects of additional 
variables. If a potential variable can be characterized as a set of 
attributes (e.g., visual patterns, acoustic patterns) provision for the 
variable can be built into the model. A logical extension of this 
notion also leads to the conclusion that the degree of precision with 
which these attributes can be identified is directly related to the 
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accuracy of predicting the respo~se which becomes available from the 
logogen system. Similarly, t;h~ model may l;:ie extended such that: the 
degree of attribute definition might also determine the value of other 
predicted response variables, e.g., latency of the response which becomes 
available. However, the losogen model does not provide for correct 
classification of nonwords as it was presented. And although addition 
of a complex decision system for producing nonword responses is possible, 
certain empirical results such as effects of consonant cluster frequency 
would be quite difficult for the logogen model to explain. 
~..Eandom Retrieval Model 
An example of an entirely differeri.t model of memory organization 
has been proposed by Landauer (1972). This model suggests that memory 
is completely randomly organized, that is, each experience is laid down 
in memory according to the moment;al,"y location of a hypothesized "pointe:ir" 
in memory. This pointer moves J;"andomly anywhere and everywhere through 
memory. Retrieval is also hypothesized to be completely random. When 
search for a given word commences, the aJ;"ea within a fixed radius of 
the pointer is searched for the word, If the word is not found before 
the pointer moves on, search will continue in the next area, and so on. 
Although somewhat unorthodox, this model can explain many memory phenom· 
ena. For example, consider the word frequency effect~ The model says 
that since each experiEmce is "recorded" at a location determined by the 
movement of a random pointer, the more often a word is experienced the 
greater the probability that a representation of the given word is 
recorded at or near the pointel," at any given time; words experienced on 
very few occasions would have a low probability of being located near the 
pointer at any given moment. 
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Although this model can account for many aspects of memory and 
retrieval, it would appear to require some additional characteristics 
to be able to account for correct classification of nonwords, and for 
differences in classification of nonwords which are a function of 
frequency of subgroups of letters or the legality of nonword construe-
tion. 
Immediate Antecedents of the Study 
Forbach et al. (1973) looked at the effects of repetition of letter 
strings on word-nonword decision latency. They found that classifica-
tion latency for words decreased as a function of repetition. There 
was, however, no corresponding decrease in decision latency for nonwords. 
This was interpre~ed as an indication that the activation of a word in 
memory "primes" that word temporarily, such that a subsequently 
attempted retrieval is facilitated. The lack of a repetition effect for 
nonwords is congruent with the hypothesized method of nonword classifica-
tion, assumed to be the exhaustive search of a subset of memory which 
would contain the item if it were a word. Since there is nothing 
stored in memory for nonwords, there should be no "priming." 
Schvaneveldt and Meyer (1971), and Meyer et al. (1972) found evidence 
for a kind of semantic priming of associated words. Both of these 
findings suggest that storage and retrieval of words is closely linked 
to the relationship of a word and its meaning. Since nonwords generally 
have no meaning, they would not be expected to be stored in memory. 
However, if .§_s were asked to learn nonsense words so they could respond 
positively that they were in memory, would the nonwords be integrated 
into the word storage network? Or would nonsense words be stored 
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separately in some sort of scratch file since they have no meaning? If 
a separate storage area is developed for nonwords, are its parameters 
the same as memory for words? For example, is the latency of response 
for indexing nonword memory the same as for word memory? Since nonwords 
are typically not useful past the context of an experiment in which they 
are learned, will nonword memory be "erased" shortly after its usefulness 
is past? The present study will attempt to answer these questions by 
comparing latencies of words and nonsense words in a memory referencing 
task. 
Rationale 
It was felt that a reasonable test of the hypothesis concerning 
different storage methods tor words and nonwords could be made if 
response latency for these types of material was compared at two differ-
ent times after learning. However, an important methodological problem 
involves the comparison of positive and negative responses to items--
negative responses require more time than do positive responses. A 
lexical decision task is unsatisfactory then, because the critical 
comparison would. be between positive. and negative responses. Therefore, 
it was decided that the S would respond positively or negatively to the 
question "Is this letter string in your memory?" Then, after the non-
words were learned, they would be responded to positively, as would the 
words. 
In order to make it easier to equate amount of learning for the 
two types of materials,. both types should be unknown before the experi-
ment. If very rare words were selected as stimuli, learning trials for 
the experimental group (words and meaning) could be equated with learning 
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trials for the control group (the same words as the experimental group, 
but without definitions; thus they are functionally nonsense words). 
Before learning trials, it would also be necessary to have the ~s clas-
sify the items as in memory or not in memory, to be certain that they 
did not know them as words. 
If differences in memory storage exist for words as compared to 
nonsense words, it was felt that they would be most likely to be mani.:. 
fested as an interaction of type of material learned with amount of 
time after learning. For example, one possibility is that nonsense word 
memory is temporary, such that latency of response may be relatively 
fast inunediately after learning but become slower with the passage of 
time and loss of material from memory~ If word memory stays the same 
or improves after learning, an interaction would result. 
Another possibility is that nonsense words are stored separately 
from words but remain in memory relatively permanently, such that there 
is no difference in classification latency after 48 hours. In conjunc-
t ion with this pattern for nonwords might occur a pattern for words 
which decreases over the two sessions. Such a decrease could occur if 
the words undergo some process of consolidation between the two 
sessions. This overall pattern of words and nonwords would also produce 
an interaction. 
A third possibility is that classification latency for words 
remains the same across the two sessions, but response latency for non-
words decreases across the two session. This pattern might occur if the 
~ gradually learns to first check the area in which the nonsense words 
are stored, since the number of items to be searched through there would 
be minimal; it would be likely that the~ would learn to do this with 
practice, and thus be more likely to do so during the final session. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Subjects 
A total of 41 psychology students served as volunteer subjects 
(~s). Each~ received a specified number of bonus points to be added 
to his final grade as inducement to participate. The data from one S 
were discarded because he was not able to attend the third session. 
Failure to meet the learning criterion resulted in the rejection of 
two other Ss. The results are therefore based on 38 ~s, nineteen each 
in the experimental and control groups. With the exception of replace-
ments, Ss were assigned randomly to one of the two groups. By chance 
there were six males and thirteen females in each group. 
Apparatus 
The core of the apparatus was an eight channel Lafayette timer 
(Bank Timer 1431A) which controlled the timing sequence and the other 
equipment. Stimulus materials were presented by a Kodak Carousal 
projector with a five inch f3.5 lens which was equipped with a 
Lafayette I-24 solenoid operated shutter (power supply--Lafayette 
Tachistoscope VSl-E). Timing of latencies was done by a Lafayette 
digital Clock/Counter (Model 54417) which measured latencies to the 
nearest millisecond. The timing equipment was in a room adjoining 
the S's room, the dividing wall fitted with a one-way mirror of the 
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dimensions 50 x 70 cm., so that S eould be ops~rved while doing the 
-
task. 
The .['s room was approximately 2 x 3 m., and was painted black to 
I' 
minimize ambient light reflection. The §.was seated at a small table 
at a distance of approximately 50 cm. fr~m a 18 x 13.5 cm. Plexi~las 
screen onto which the materials were backprojected to produc~ a visual 
angle of approximately 4°. In his nonpreferred hand, §.held a small 
thumb switch which inith.ted each trial when he was re/iPy. The "in 
mernory/not in memory" responses were given via a lightly $prung toggle-
type switch (normally open) in a circuit with a latching relay which 
controlled the recording of the latencie~. The switches (for right~ 
or left-handed ~s) were mounted i~to the table top in such a way that 
~'s forearm and elbow rested comfortably on the table. 
A photoelectric cell responded to a light/gar~ spot projected out 
of .§_' s view, thereby enabling a logic circuit which decoded .[' s response 
as "correct" or "incorrec;t." Decoding was via c;i r~d or green light i,n 
the equipment room. For the selection ses!jlion, "correct" responses 
were defined as words whi.ch §. classified as "in memory" and nonwords 
which S classified as "not iri memory." Incorrect responses were defined 
as words which 2. classified as "nQt in memory" and nonwords which S 
classified as "in memory." Fpr the control group in the learning and 
test sessions, "correct" responses included "in memory" responses to 
the items leari;i.ed as nonwords, and "incorrect" responses included "not 
in memory" responses to these items. The S did not receive feedback 
during the experimental sessions. 
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Materials 
Two types of stimuli were used, consonant:,.consoruan~·vow(lll~consonant­
consonant words, and nonwords of the same consonant ... vowel configuration, 
Three categories of words were constructed based on word frequency 
information from the Thorndike-Lorge (1944) G count (frequency in a 
one million word sample). In the group of high frequency words (HF' 
words) there were 24 words with frequency between 31 and M. Using 
A:::50 and AA=lOO, the mean of HF words was 70.3 and the median was 50.0. 
The 2/i low frequency words (LF words) included words ranging in fre ... 
quency from 1 to 17, with a mean of 7.6 and median of 4.5. Words in 
the final category of words, rare words (R words), were chosen from The 
Random House Dictionary of the English Language, The Unabridged Edition 
(1967) such that they were represented in neither the Thorndike-Lorge 
G count, nor the four million wo:r:d sample. After initial selection of 
R words, the list was reduced to 30 by deleting those with obvious 
common word associates. These 30 items were given to 96 Introductory 
Psychology students who rated them for "meaningfulness." (See Appendix 
A for the rating instructions.) The final list of R words was made up 
of the 24 words rated lowest in "meaningfulness." 
The 72 nonwords (CCVCCs) used were constructed by concatenating a 
consonant pai.r which occurs as ap. initial pair in English, a vowel, and 
a consonant pair which occurs as a terminal pair in English. The CCVCCs 
were then randomly assigned to one of three groups of 24 items each. 
It was necessary to include 48 words in the selection materials to fix 
the probability of an item requiring an "in memory" response at 0.50. 
The choice of sets of HF words and LF words was based on frequency 
differences found in earlier lexical decision studies. Also, the 
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present study p;rovide$ an opportunity to compate the ~ean l~ten.Qy of 
"in memory" responses to tqe niean l!ltency of "in vocabu1al:'yu responses 
found in seve;ral previous studies (St:anners et al. 191'1; St:annars and 
Forbach, 1973; and Forbach et al, 1973). A list of all the stimulus 
items is available in Appendix B. 
All the materials were typed in upper case with an IBM Sign type-
writer, reproduced onto transparencies by the diazoch;rome method, and 
mounted in 35 mm slide holders. 
Prqc::edure 
The experiment was divided into three sessions~-selection, learning 
and test. The amount of time between the selectioµ and learning ses ... 
sions varied from 24 hours to one week. The amount of time between the 
learning and test sessions was always between 47 ~nq 49 hour$. The Ss ;.... 
were instructed with regard ~o this critical time period to insure 
their prompt arrival when scheduled. 
Selection 
After verifying appointments for the last two sessions, ~was 
seated at a small table and listened to tape recorded instructions (see 
Appendix C). The experimenter (~.) pointed out the necessary switches 
and lights and clarif~ed the instructions after the tape was finished 
if the ~ so requested. 
A trial was begun by ~ pressing a thumb switch held in his nonpre-
ferred hand. The ~ had been instructed that before he pressed the 
switch he should attend closely to the screen and hold between thumb 
and forefinger of his preferred hand a lightly sprung toggle-type switch. 
Following activation of the thumb switch by one second, one item was 
presented on the screen. The ~was instructed to indicate by the di-
recticn (left or right) of the switch movement whether the item as a 
complete unit was "in his memory," or "not in his memory." The direc-
tion of the movement was indicated on a sign next to the switch and was 
held constant throughout the experiment for a given ~· Each item re-
mained on the screen l\ntil ~made his response. The Clock/Counter 
started with the presentation of the item and stopped with ~'s response. 
Both speed and accuracy were stressed by the instructions. The offset 
of a small lamp below the screen three seconds after the ~'s response 
signalled that he could begin a new trial whenever he was ready. 
The classification trials in all three sessions were preceded by 
40 practice trials with material similar to the experimental materials. 
The first session lasted approximately thirty minutes. 
The primary purpose of the selection trials was to choose those R 
words which Ss indicated were not in memory. From these, items were 
selected to be used in the learning session. Since not all ~s responded 
negatively to the same R words, each experimental ~was paired with a 
control ~with regard to the specific items chosen for learning trials. 
From the "not in memory" R words classed by each pair of ~s, twelve were 
randomly chosen for the learning session. The probability that any two 
pairs of ~s learned the same items was very low, but all Ss learned 
twelve items sampled from the same population of 24 R words. 
Learning 
Both groups of ~s were first read a set of instl;'uctions specific to· 
their task (see Appendix D). For the experimental group, the words to 
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be learned were typed in upper case in the upper left corner of a 3 x 5 
index card~ A short definition for each word was typed below th~ word 
(see Appendix E for sample card layout and definitions used). The cards 
for the control group had only a word typed on them. Each word was 
assumed to be a nonsense word by the control ~s. No guide to pronunci~ 
ation was given to either group. 
The learning t:i;-ials for both groups were paced by the aµ.dible 
click of a relay closure in a Hunter timer which was wired to recycle 
every five seconds, The deck of cards with the twelve items to be 
learned was shuffl.ed before each learn:i,.ng trial. Each trial consisted 
of going through the complete de<,":k once, with five se;iconds for study of 
each card followed by five seconds of rehearsal for each Gard. Each S 
recieved a total of five learning trials. The intertrial interval con-
sisted of approximately one minute of conversation petween ! and ~· 
After the learning trials, ea9h S was· shown 24 cp.rds with letter ,..... 
strings typed in upper case on them. lWelve of the items were the R 
words they had learned. The other twelve items were nonsense words 
which they had not previously iseep. They were reqt;1ested to verbally 
identify each as "in their memory" or not. All ,e.s correct;ly recognized 
at least ten study items and made no more than two false recognitions. 
This insured that the two groups recognized the items equally well. 
The final portion o~ the second session consisted of ~8 classifi~ 
cation trials, incl~ding the twelve learned R words and twelve HF words 
as positive responses, and 24 nonwords (negative responses) which they 
had not previously seen. The session lasted approximately 45 minutes. 
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Test 
The final session also included 48 classification trials. The 
items requiring a positive response were the same as in the preceding 
session, and the negative response items were 24 new nonwords, For Ss 
in the experimental group, a recall task followed in which, they at~ 
tempted to recall the definitions of the twelve R words which they had 
learned. A minimum retention of 75% was set to be able to assume that 
the learning trials in the second session had been efhctive. Two Ss 
failed to meet this criterion and were replaced. The final session 
lasted approximately ten ~inutes. 
Experimental Design 
The major variable, type of learning (as words, or as nonsense 
words) was manipulated between grol,lps of subjects. For the selection 
session, the factor Category, either HF words, LF words, R words, or 
CCVCCs was manipulated within subjects. The number of the test session 
(1, 2, or 3) was a within-subjects variable. Direction of switch 
movement was balanced between ~s. · Stimulus materials were randomly 
ordered for presentation to each ~ in the selection session. Since an 
experimental and a control ~were paired after the selection trials, 
each pair of Ss received a different random order of the stimulus mater-,... . 
ials for the classification trials during both the learning and test 
sessions. 
Scoring of Data 
An individual score in the majority of the data analyses was the 
antilogarithm of the mean of the log latencies for a given ~ in a given 
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subcondition of the experiment (s4bcondition eransform~~ion). Individ~ 
ual latencies above two seconds werfi! considered to l>~ indieative of a 
breakdown in the decision task, and were not included in th~ trans~ 
formed scores. The purpose of the transformation was to adjust for the 
skewed distribution typical of latency scores. Only "correct" responses 
were used in the transformE)d scores. For trhe selection session, no 
sco:i:e was based on less than 12 of 44 possible latencies and over 99% 
were based on 15 or more latencies. For the le21rning and test sessions, 
no score was bas€ld on less than six of 12 possible latenoies, and over 
97% were based on eight or more latencies, Aft;er the transformations, 
the data for each §. was a single score for each category of material 
U$~d in each of the three experimental sessions. Su~~equent analyses 
used these transformed scores. 
The data for R words in the final two s~ssions we~e also scored by 
item to provide ai;i. ei;>timate of the avetage hteney of a partic;ular item 
(item transformation). This was dQM 'hiY ttill:>ulat;!i,.ng the reispQnse lat en,.. 
cy of each §.for each item. Within each group, there was a maximum of 
19 latencies for any given item, less if any §.s had made errors. The 
'.i.tem transformed scores were th<\\n calc:ulated by f:Lnding the antilog-
arithm of the mean of the log latencies of all Ss in a group which had 
....., ' 
learned a given R word. 
Unless specified, all analyses of the transformed data discussed 
in this paper involved the subcondition transformed scores, since on 
the average each score is based on more raw latencies than the item 
transformed scores, 
CHAPTER XII 
RESULTS 
Selection $ession 
The first session for all .§.s was primarily concerned with selection 
of R words which were not in .§.' s memory. However, the data were an-
alysed for fr«!'.lquency differences and diff~rence$ between words and 
no t1wo rd s • 
Category means, ca,tegory mean error iatency, and the number of 
errors for each category are presen'!;ed in Tabh 1. The :first analysis 
of variance (AOV) involved the factors Groups (G) and Category (C). 
The main effect of G was not significant, f(l,36)TO.Ol, E.. >•25, nor was 
the C x G interqction, f(3,108)=0.ll, E.. >.25. The main effect of C was 
significant, f(3,l.08)=45.91, E_<.001, 
The next two AOVs examined each group separately. There was a 
significant effect of C in each group, f(3,54)=22.47, E.. < .001, and 
[(3,54)::::23.51, J?_< .001 for the experimental and control groups, respec-
tively. Consequently, the Newman-Keuls procedure was employed to check 
for differences among category means in each group. In each group, 
there was a significant difference between all means, with the ex .. 
ception of the difference between CCVCCs and R words, This differ~nce 
was significant in neither group. Table 2 summarizes the results of the 
tests and indicates signifieance level for appropriate comparisons. 
Since there was no overall significant d~fference between groups, a,nd 
Category 
HF Words 
LF Words 
CCVCCs 
R Words 
TABLE I 
MEAN LATENCY, MEAN ERROR LATENCY, AND NUMBER OF ERRORS 
IN EACH CA~EGORY FOR THE SELECTION SESSION 
cCLASSIFICATION TRIALS 
Correct Error 
Latencies Latencies 
Exp Con Exp Con 
710 722 925 655 
787 795 836 834 
841 866 901 814 
878 893 742 786 
Total 
Errors 
Exp 
20 
55 
25 
22 
Con 
11 
62 
28 
40 
w 
°' 
Categories 
HF Words (1) 
LF Words {2) 
CCVCCs (3} 
R Words (4) 
* E.< ,05 
{1) 
TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES· IN CATEGORY 
MEANS, AS TESTED BY THE NEWMAN-KEULS TEST 
Experimental 
(2) fil (4) ill 
77** 131** 168** 
54* 91** 
37 
**E_<.01 
Control 
ill ill 
73** 144** 
71** 
ill. 
171** 
98** 
27 
w 
..... 
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no interaction of groups with categories~ no c9mpar:l.sons 0f means were 
made between g~oQps, 
The error rates ~or the two groups Were very close, 6.7% for the 
experimental group and 7.7% for the coµtrol group. 
The mean error 1at~ncies for the word items in each group were 
slower than the corresponding correct latencies, with the exception of 
the error latency for RF words from the control group, Conversely, mean 
error latencies for the nonwords in each group were faster than the 
corresponding correct latencies, excepting the CCVCC error latency from 
the experimental group. 
Learning and ~est Sessions 
A summary of the desc:i:-iptive stat::istics for the final two sessions 
of the experiment is presented in Table 3. '!'he data Qf primary interest 
are the response latencies :for R words. The P+~dicte¢1 inperaction 
would be expected to occur if the differen~~ in me$n latency between the 
experimental and control groups for the learning seei~lion ~laseiifi,cation 
trials (a difference of 22 msec) was statistically different from the 
corresponding dif fel;'ence in group means fqr the test session trials (a 
difference of 88 msec). The meal;'l latency of responsi;i to R words for 
both groups in the final tw0 sessions is pl;'esented in Figure 1, A two-
factor AOV with the factors Group (G) and ?est Session (r) was employed 
to evaluate the reliability of the differenci;i betwe~n 22 msec and 88 
msec. Neither the main effect ot G nor Twas signifiaaqt~ F(l,18):::;0,72, 
2. >.25, and !,(1,18)=3.10, E..< .10 resRectively, The G x T interaction 
was also nonsignific;ant, .E (1, 18 )=2 ~ 08 ~ E. < , 40. 
The scores obtained from the item transformation of R words were 
Session 
Learning_ 
·-. 
Test 
TABLE III 
MEAN LATENCY, MEAN ERROR LATENCY, AND NUMBER OR ERRORS 
IN EACH CATEGORY FOR THE LEARNING AND TEST 
SESSION CLASSIFICATION TRIALS 
Correct Error 
Category Latencies Latencies 
Exp Con Exp Con 
HF Wnrds 759 782 788 593 
R Words 862 840 908 893 
GCVCCs 879 906 883 751 
HF Words 694 684 867 937 
R Wards 855 767 977 . 938 
CCVCCs 853 886 919 824 
Total 
Errors 
Exp 
3 
14 
27 
3 
12 
20 
Con 
5 
5 
19 
4 
7 
21 w 
\0 
0 
!:ii 
~ 
z 
H 
:;:.-; 
~ 
!:ii 
~ 
-,....:t 
~ 
~ 
900 
850 
800 
750 
T 
• • EXP 
CON 
-----r-~~~~~ 
LEARNING TEST 
Figure 1. -Mean Latency of Response for the Experimental and Control Groups Immediately After Learning R 
Words (Learning), and Then 48 Hours Later (Test) 
.i:--
0 
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also used for an analysis of the predicted interaction effect. The 
difference Qetween the mean of the experimental and the control group 
for the learning session classi~ication trials was 31 msec. the corre-
sponding difference for the test session trials was 42 msec. The re~ 
liability of the difference between 31 msec and 42 msec was determined 
by examination of the G x T inte::raction term in another two .. factor AOV. 
The interaction was not significant, !(1)23)~0,14, ~>.ZS, nor was the 
m8in effect of G, E(l,23)=1.97, E.. >.25. However the main effect of T 
was significant, E(l,23)=8 • .53, ,g,< .Ol.. The analysis of the subcon .. 
dition transformed scores had indicated that the main effect of T across 
sessions two and three only tended toward significance, E.. < .10 (above). 
This slight inconsistency was checked by examination of the homogeniety 
of variance apsumptions for the subc~ndition transf9rmed data. The 
variances of both groups were compared ~or the second and third sessions, 
the test: indicated a sigri.i;Hcant departu:\'."e from homogeniety, Fmax (4, 18 ):;::: 
3,30, R.<.05. Therefore, the experimental and control groups were 
analysed ~rnparately to check for an effect of t by comparing R, word 
scores on the learning session trials with scores on the test session 
trials. For the experimental grcn1p, no improvement was made over t;he 
two sessions, .[(l,18)=0.06, R.~.25. aowever, the control group in the 
third session showed a significant decrease in classification latency 
from that in thei second session tr:lah, E_(1~18):1ii4,81, R. <1= .05. 
. ' 
A final two-factor AOV was employed to evaluate the effect of 
repeating in the test session trials, the twelve HF words usE)d in the 
learning session classification trials. There was no main effect of 
G, f(l,18)=0.03, R.>.25, nor a G x T interaction, !(11 18)=1,47, I?. >~25. 
There was, however, a strong effect o~ T, E(l,18)=36,46, :e.< .001, 
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indicating a significant decrease for both groups on the final session. 
The error rates for both groups in each session were comparable. 
For the learning session, they were 5.1% and 3.2% for the experimental 
and control groups, respectively. The corresponding error rates for the 
test session were 3.9% and 3.5%. 
Examination of the error latencies revealed that the experimental 
group CCVCC error latencies for both the learning and test sessions 
were slower than the correct latencies, and that the control group HF 
word latencies for the learning session trials were faster than the 
correct latencies. ~his is opposite the typical pattern reflected by 
the remaining error latencies, namely that word item error latencies 
are slower than correct word latencies, and nonword item error latencies 
are faster than correct nonword latencies. 
DISCUSSION 
Selection Se$sion 
Examination of the results for the first session rev~als two major 
points of interest. First, the rel~tionships ~mong th~ means of HF 
words, LF wQrds, and nonwords correspond to that foun.d by $tanµers et 
al~ (1971), Stanners and Forbach (1973), Forbach et al. (1913), and 
Rubenst<:!in et al. (1970, 197la~ 197lb) ~ Also, the e:x;pected pattern of 
significant di!ferences between means which ha~ been found to be re-
liably different in some of these e~rlie~ studies was fo~nd, namely 
that CCVCC HF and ~F word means di:f,:ter, and each d:i,tfers from CCVCC 
nonsense word means. These findi,ngs lend ~uppo;ut to sear~h models 
which have been proposed in these pll'eivious studies. 
Second, the a!Ilount of time requiired f!!>r an "in ym,ir vocabulary/not 
in ypur vocabulary" (lexical) decision task can be c~mpa~ed with that 
for the "in memory/not in memory" dc;ic;i..si,9n task. Stanners and Forbach 
(1973) 1 and an unpublished r;epli~ation of the,dr study provides an 
estimate of lexical decision time which is b~sed on data from 80 ~s~ 
For HF words the laten~y is 614 msec:, :t;er LF words the average classi"' 
ficat:ion latency is 690 msec, and fol;' ccvcp nonwords t:\he average lc:itency 
is 732 msec. When the task. i~volves c1assifieat:lon of items {ls "in 
memory" or "not in memory," as in the present i;t;udy, the average cli;iss,. 
i{ication time (based on 40 _2.s is over 100 msec highE;ir in all qi.t;egories. 
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For HF words the average latency is 716 msec, for LF words the mean is 
791 msec, and for CCVCCs the mean latency is 871 msec. This consistent 
difference suggests that possibly one or more stages are added to the 
search process, to check the area in which nonwords would be located. 
This interpretation is compatible with the multi-stage search models 
which have been proposed previously. The Ss in the present study were 
instructed that humans may temporarily store nonsense words in memory 
(e.g., if the~ had just seen them or heard them previously). The 
instructions in the lexical decision studies made no mention of the 
possibility that nonwords could be stored in memory, and in fact the Ss 
were instructed to respond positively only to words in their vocabulary 
(see Appendix F for these instructions). Since the only obvious dif-
ferences in the two types of classification tasks is associated with 
the difference in instructions, some kind of "extended search" hypoth-
esis may be tenable. This hypothesis could be tested by having ~s re-
spond to items as "in my vocabulary" or "not in my vocabulary" for 
one-half of an experiment, and then respond "in my memory" or "not in 
my memory" for the remainder of the experiment. The required change in 
response would make it necessary to attend to nonwords seen previously, 
and to respond positively to them. (This also assumes proper control 
of the order in which the two methods of responding are required.) An 
attempted ad hoc statistical evaluation of the apparent differences 
associated with the two types of classification tasks would probably be 
of little value because of the lack of the proper design. However, the 
differences in the means of the present study from those of lexical 
decision studies suggest another potential method of demonstrating that 
memory for wo~ds and nonwords may by functionally different. 
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The pattern of error rates and error latencies found in this study 
had only minor deviations (see Results chapter) from that found in 
lexical decision studies. Since there is no evidence to the contrary, 
the inconsistencies in the pattern of error latencies can probably be 
attributed to the low number of raw scores used to estimate the error 
latencies. 
Learning and Test Sessions 
The primary goal of the experiment was to investigate the hypothesis 
that words and nonwords are stored in separate memory locations, each 
having different parameters of storage and retrieval. Partial support 
was given, since the trend of the data was toward the expected inter-
action. However, the effect was not statistically reliable (E. < • 20), 
Analysis of the data from the learning and test sessions within each 
group separately indicated that the experimental group showed no change 
in classification latency for R words over the final two sessions. 
However, a similar comparison for the control group showed a significant 
drop in classification latency during the test session trials, which 
were 48 hours after the learning classification trials. This pattern 
might be expected to produce a significant interaction term, and the 
fact that it did not suggests that all the assumptions for AOV were not 
met. Accordingly, the error mean square associated with each group in 
both the learning and test session classification trials was examined. 
Immediately after the learning trials, the variances for the experimental 
and control groups were approximately equal, 11,547.04 (s.e. of X=l07.4) 
and 12,747.61 (s,e. of X=l12.9) respectively. The test session variance 
for the experimental group increased by about one-half to 18,679.79 
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(s. e. of X = 136. 7). However, the t;est session variance for the control 
group decreased by about one-half to 5,661.93 (s.e. of X = 75.3). Thus 
while the learning session variances appeared homogeneous, the test 
session variance of the experimental group was significantly.larger than 
the variance of the control group (see Results chapter). One possible 
interpretation of this result is that there was much more error variance 
associated with the experimental group because learning of the words was 
not complete. During the design of the present experiment, it was felt 
that learning words and their definitions would be easier than learning 
nonsense words since the words have an existing framework into which 
they can be integrated. Since the actual amount of information to be 
learned by the experimental group was larger than the control. group, but 
the amount of time allowed for consolidation of the material was equal 
for both groups, it is not unreasonable to expect that there could be 
differences in the amount of material that reached relatively perm.anent 
memory storage. Apparently, the number of learning trials for the 
experimental group was insufficient to integrate them into memory 
properly. This suggests that the learning trials should be extended, or 
other methods of learning might be used. For example, the ~s might be 
asked to generate sentences in which the words are used. Or the study 
trials could include reading paragraphs or sentences which use the.words. 
Another possible method (similar to one way we learn words) would 
involve listening to a tape recorded discourse involving the words. 
Additional integrative facilitation should occur from context, pitch 
changes, phrasing, emotional expression, etc. These kinds of training 
trials would probably increase the amount of material that reaches a 
more permanent memory store. Apparently, learning a new vocabulary 
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word to the extent that it becomes a relatively permanent part of 
memory involves much more than 50 seconds of study of a short definition. 
The fact that response latency for the control group actually 
decreased significantly for the final session is somewhat perplexing. 
One possible explanation involves that alluded to in the earlier 
discussion of possible outcomes of the experiment, namely .a change in 
search strategy by the control Ss. !f there are ~n fact separate 
storage loca_tions for nonwords, as the S has more and more practice on 
the task b.e may decide to check the nonword storage area first on all 
trials. lf ~e gradually learns to «:heck the nonword area first, the 
l~west laten~ies would be expected on the trials in the last session. 
However, if this were the case, the control group latencies for words 
should be slower than the experimental group word latencies. Since 
there were no significant differences in word la~encies between the two 
groups, this interpretation is probably untenable. 
There does appear to be an appropriate alternative explanation of 
the decrease in nonword latency found in the final session. The effect 
appears to be related to an extensively reported pheno~enon in serial 
learning literature called reminiscense (Buxton, 1943). Although there 
is no complete agreement as to the conditions required to produce the 
effect, there is widespread evidence supporting reminiscense, including 
a recent paper by Scheirer and Voss (1969). Reminiscence is generally 
defined as an improved performance on retest trials given after a rest 
period, without benefit of any practice or additional learning trials 
subsequent to the first test trials. In the present: e'.Xperiment, §.s 
classified R words immediately after learning trials. They had no 
further opportunity to study or practice them (unless they rehearsed 
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them on their own in the absense of any stimuli). Performance by ~s in 
the control group improved significantly on the trials in the last 
session, suggesting a reminiscense effect. It is interesting to note 
that one of the original studies which found the effect (Hovland, 1938) 
used nonsense syllables as stimuli. Subsequent attempts to demonstrate 
a reminiscence effect for words included an unsuccessful attempt by 
Melton and Stone (1942). In the present study, the effect occurred for 
nonsense materials (control group), but not for words (experimental 
group). 
The slight inconsistency in the patterrr:of ~rror latencies:(see. 
Results chapter) found in the present study for the final two sessions 
was not considered indicative of some difference in the performance of 
the ~s in the present study from ~s in lexical decision studies. It 
is probably due to the low number of raw scores which were used to 
develop mean error latencies. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The present study fell somewhat short of providing statistically 
reliable evidence to support the hypothesis that words and nonwords 
are stored differently in relat;ively permanent memory. The trend of 
the data was in the predicted direction, tqus lending some encouragement 
tti the hypoth~si$. Indirect support: for the hypothesis was obtained by 
c6~parin~ overall category means in the present study with those in 
le:itical decision studies. The ·means in the prei:;ent study a:t'e consis-
tently higher, suggesting possibly that search of some additional 
storage locations (the hypothesizE;id store for nonwo:rds) is required irl 
the present study. 
The pattern of means found in the present study is consistent with 
those in earlier studies, thus supporting the general search models 
proposed in several lexical decision studies. 
Finally, although the apparent l;'eminiscense effect was not antici-
pated, it is not unreasonabile given the sii:n:ill'!rities betwe(i'.ln the 
learning technique used in the present st;udy, and those used in typical 
serial learning studies. The finding that no remiltl.iscen&e effect 
bcclJ.rred for words cot1ld also be interpreted as supµortive evidenc~ 
that different types of memory storagE;i are ~mployed for wor.ds ,and 
nonwords. 
In, conclusion, the present study appears to provid,e ~nough 
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suggestive evidence consistent with the proposed hypothesis to warrant 
further investigation. However, this investigation should proceed 
after certain methodological changes, primarily, the type and number of 
learning trials employed to put new words into relatively permanent 
memory. 
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APPENDIX A 
MEANINGFULNESS RATING INSl'RUCTlONS 
FOR R WORDS SELECTION 
The following instructions were read before rati.ng the it~ms. 
Please read the complete list of letter strings included 
before starting; this wi11 give you a general idea about the 
items with which you will be working. 
After reading the list, please go back through the list 
and rate each one individually for "meaningfulness." Use 
the following scale: 
a 
0~20 
b 
21-40 
c 
41-60 
d 
61-80 
e 
81-100 
A rating of "a" would be the lowest "meaningfulness" value, 
and a rating of "e" would signify the highest "meaningfulness." 
Yol.lr rating of "me1;1ni11gfulness" will necessarily be 
very subjective and impressionistic. Since probably nope 
of the let;:ter sti;ings are words, thel;"e is no "nwaning" in 
the usual sense. However, each item may remind you of other 
items or look as if it should have a particular meaning. 
If you feel this way about a particular item, try to gauge 
the "amount" of "meaningfulness" and rate it appropriately. 
Since you read the complete list of items before starting 
you should have a feel for the spread of "meaningfulnel')S 11 
represented in this sample of letter strings. rry to use 
the whole scale to rate the items even though these particular 
ones may not be as high or low as some other letter strings 
might be. In other words, try to con~ider the complete scale, 
and consider only these items using the full scale to rat;e them. 
APPENDIX B 
STIMULUS ITEMS USED +N EACH 
CLASSIFICATION SESSION 
Select!~n Session Stimuli 
. I . . ., . . , , , 
R Words BRACT CROFT CRUCK FI, UMP 
FREMD FR':CTH GLISK GLOST 
GRIFF PRINJ,< SliENT SKELP 
SLOJD SMARM SNECK SPALL 
ST.ECH STIRK STOSS STURT 
SWARF SWITH THEGN TRANI< 
ccvccs B~SK BRILD CHENK CLAFF 
CLEN'l; DRELN DRQFF DWERK 
FRALT FR09H GRAST KN ARN 
l,'Ll\.PT PI,ENK PN.ACK PRAST 
SC URN SHAR'r SHENG SLENT 
TR.OF'r TRULL WHEPT WHl;C'r 
LF Words BLAND BLE;~D BLINK BRAWN 
CHANT CHESS CHOCK CLASH 
CLICJ,< GRESS FLICK GLAN:Q 
GNASH GRAFT GRAPH GRILL 
GROSS GRUNT KNACK PRONG 
SHACK TM.CT WRIST WHELP 
HF Words BLAST BLESS BLIND BRASS 
:BROWN CHECK CLOCK CREPT 
CROSS DRESS FLASH FLOCK 
GLA$S GRANP GRANT GRASS 
SHOCK STAMP STJ;CK S'.['ILL 
SWELL THING TRACK TRUTH 
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Learning Session Stimyli 
1., - -- I , .. , _ c ••• , • 
R Words (12 o~ tJle items in the 24-Hem pool) 
CCVCCs Cli.OLD DWl\LT DWI LL FRASH 
FRENT GLEND GNEMB GNUSH 
GRESS GROPH KNEPT FHA.FT 
PRAMP RH OLP ST OLK SWESH 
THN-ffi TRATH T,RIM;P TWEXT 
TWILB TWING WRICK WRLLF 
HF Words BROWN CHECK CROSS ORE SS 
FLASH GLASS GR.ANT GEASS 
l>TICK STILL TBING TRUTH 
Test: Session St;:irnuli 
R Words (Same 12 as U$Ei!d in le.;irning session trials) 
CCVCCs BRUNX CttACK GH,AMN OLANr 
GLAPH GROFT KNUC::K LI»tl' 
MNE!Z :PLEMB PLlNT PNIGN: 
PSEFF PS ELM SHIU' SHULL 
ST IMP SWEMP SWUFT TS ENC 
TWEST WHECH WHO LP WRUTH 
HF Words BROWN CHECK CROSS DRESS 
FLASH CL.A.SS GRf\NT GRASS 
STICK STILL TH):NG TROTH 
AP:PE;NDIX C 
!NSTRUCTIQNS TO SUBJECTS FOR 
SELECTION SESSION TRIALS 
The following instructions were tape recorded and played to all 
Ss before the beginning of the e~periment. 
This is an experiment concerned with simple judgements 
about verbal materials. It is not an intelligen~e test of 
any kind and should not be interpl;."eted as such. Also, there 
is no electric shock nor any other unpleasant stimulus 
involved. Although the task may seem to be a very simple 
one, our research indicates that it cap provide important 
information concerning language behavior. If for any reason 
during the course of the experiment you feel that you 
cannot fully coope+ate, please let the experimenter know. 
A five~letter item will be presented on the screen in 
front of you /~ E indicates_?'. Your job is to decide, as 
qui,ckly as posi:dhle, whether the item is or is not in. your 
memory~ If you decide the item is in youl;." memory, move 
the switch in the direction indicaFed on tqe card /-~ 
indicates_/, If the item is not in. yqur memory, move' th"-l 
switch in the opposite direction. Make your judgement on 
the basis of whether the item is a complete unit in your 
memory without adding anything to it;. On thi,f;l basis, the 
item S-P~A··R-C would not be in most people's memory, even 
though it is similar t;°'"and may remind you o~ the word 
S-P-A·R-K. In the same way the item s-1-A-N~D would not he 
in most people's memory even thQugh it is similar to and 
sounds like S-L-A-N-T. First; or last names should also not ,_,,..,. 
be treated as ind~pendent unitsf ~xamples of names which 
you might recognize, but should not be treated qS independent 
units are c-H~u~c-K and s-M~I-T•H. 
Of course, an exception to the independent unit rule 
might occur if I now repeated the items s~P-A-R-C and 
S·L-A .. N .. D. That is, since you had just previously seen 
them they might sti.11 be in y0ur memory. However, unless 
they were being repeated, items such as these would usually 
probably not be in your memory. 
Slang terms may be treated as independent units. If 
they are in your memory, you should indicate this with your 
response. Examples of fairly common slang terms are S-W~E-L-L 
and C~H·U-M-P. If items such as these are in your memory, 
'i 7 
then you should respond appropriately. 
At the beginning of the series of trials I will sound 
a buzzer, You can then start a trial by pressing the thumb 
button, which you should hol<:l in your nonprefer:red hand. 
About a second after you press the thumb button the item 
will appear on the screen and you should respond with the 
switch as quickly and accurately as you can. Make sure that 
when you press the thuinb button you are paying very close 
attention to the screen and that you are holding the switch 
between tqe thumb and fo:t"efinger of your prefm;-red hand /-E 
indicatesJ. If yoµ are ready to respond when you press -the 
thumb button your switch responses will be faster. It is 
very important for a succesi:;ful experiment that you concen .. 
trate fully on each item, and cl1:1ssify it as quickly and 
accurately as possible. 
The white light below the screen will signal when you 
can start another trial; tlie thumb button wiU not work 
until after the white light goes off. You do not have to 
start another trial immediately after the white light goes 
off. If you want to take a short break, that is OK. 
I will not attempt to trick or confuse you by repeating 
items. In the next session you attend you will learn some 
items and store them in your memory. Thus I am nqw inter-
ested only in those items which were in your memory when you 
reported for the experiment. 
Are there any questions? 
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APPEND!.X D 
INSTRUC'J;'IONS TO SUBJECTS FOR 
THE LEARNING TRIALS 
The following instructions were read to all Ss. 
You have been randomly assigned to one of two groups 
in this experiment. Your group qiffers from the other 
only in the way you will learn i:;ome items in t4e next few 
minutes, Thus it is ve:iry important that you try to follow 
your specific instructiom$ exactly. Also, it is vital for 
th& success of the experiment that you not discuss any 
aspect of today's experiment with anyone, especially if 
they too are participating. Since :r; will be corn;lucting 
the experl.ment for several weeks, discussion with other 
participants may bias the results in ~n un~nown manner. 
This is not an attempt to trick or confuse you in any way; 
I will be quite willing to explain the expe;dment to you 
in whatever detail you desire after ymur partic~pation has 
been completed. However, please do not discuss it with 
anyone else until all the data ha$ beEiln collected! 
The following instructions were read to experimental £s only. 
Among the items which you cla$sified as not in your 
memory pr~viously, there were some very rare W~0rds. What 
I want you to do today is learn twelve of these words and 
their definitions. The proc~dure we will µse is as follows: 
First I will show you a card with the word and its clefinition 
for five seconds. Next I will remove the card and let you 
rehearse the word for five more seconds. This will be 
repeated for all twelve of the items. We will then take a 
short break, and finally go through the whole list four more 
times in the same manner. At this point you should know 
them, I will then show you the twelve words mixed Ln with 
some other items and ask you to say if each is i.n your memory 
or not. Then you 'Will have some classification trials again 
to see if the status of the new words has changed. At the 
end of the next session you attend, I will ask you to write 
down the definiti0ns of the twelve words you learned today. 
The following instructions were read to control Ss only. 
From the items which you classif;i,ec;l as not in your 
memory previously. I have chosen twelve for you to learn. 
The procedure we will use is as follows: First I will show 
you a card with the item for five seconds. N~xt I will 
remove the cqrd and let you rehearse th~ item fo~ five more 
seconds. This will be repeated for all twelve of the items. 
After a short break~ we will go through the list four more 
times in the same manner to insure that you have learned them. 
Then I will show you a random ordering of 24 items, including 
the ones you have just learned, and ask you to classify 
th.em as in your memory of not. Finally, you will do a few 
more memory classification trials to see if the status of the 
items you studied h.as changed, 
APPENDIX E 
S.Mf PLE LAYOUT OF CARDS USED FOR 
~EARNING, .4).ND STUDY DEFIN;LTIONS 
Cards which the §_s in the e:itperimental group studied included a 
word and a short definition, ~uch as the following sample ca~d: 
BR.ACT 
A specialized le~f at the base of a 
flOWE)f. 
Cards which t:he Ss in the control group studied included only a 
.... 
word, such as the following sample card: 
ei. 1 
BRACT .. -
CROFT .. ... 
CRUCK .. .. 
FL UMP 
FREW -· 
FRITH .. ... 
GL!SK ... -
GLOST .. .. 
GRIFF -· 
PRINK --
SHE~'X 
SKELP ... .. 
SLOJD .. ... 
SMARM ... .. 
SNECK --
SPALL ... ... 
STECH ... ... 
STIRK .. .. 
STOSS 
STUR'l' 
SWARF 
SWITH .. ... 
THEGN .. .. 
TRANK --
BRACT 
,st,);td,~ D,e,,~,n~,t!,9':'31 for ! Wc;>r.ds 
A specialized leaf at the base of a £iow~~~ 
A very small garden. plot. 
A l'latur ally eurveCI tiniber used as a roof support. 
To flop down suddenly. 
Foreign or strange. 
A long narrow indentation of a seacoast. 
A small glimmer of light. 
A ceramic glazed finish. 
A newcomel!' or "gt'eenhorn," 
To deck or dress fqr show. 
To put to shame. 
A slap with the open hand. 
An apprentice program in woodworkiqg, 
Trite sentimentality. 
A door latch or lever. 
A chip or splinter of st~ne, 
To gorge with food. 
A young bull or cow~ 
Land which received the tht:"ust of a, glacier~ 
Violent quarreling_. 
Accumulation ot particles from metal grinding, 
To hurry or hasten immediately, 
A class name in early England. 
Le~ther from which a glove is cut. 
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APPENDIX F 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS IN 
LEXICAL l)EClSlON STUDIES 
The following instructions were tape recol;"'ded and played to all Ss 
before beginning the experiment. 
This is /;In experimep.t conc:::erned with s;i.mple judgements 
about verbal materials. It i$ not an intelligance test of 
any kind and should not be interpreted as such. Also, there 
is no electric shock nor ap.y other unpleasant stimulus 
involved. Although the task may seem to he a very simple one, 
our research indicates t:hat it can provide important 
information concerning language behavior. If for aP.Y reason 
during the course of the experiment you feel that you cannot 
fully cooperate, please let the experim1;1nl;er know. · 
A five~letter item will be presented on the s~~een in 
front of you L .... ! indicates..,../. Y9ur job is to decide, as quickly 
as possible, whether or not the item is or is not part of 
your vocabulary. If you decide the it~m is in your vocabu~ 
lary, move the switch in the direction indicated on the card L-E indicates 7. If the item is not part of your vocabulary, 
move the swit'Zh in the opposite direction. Make your 
judgement on the basis of whether the item is a complete 
unit in your vocabulary wi th0ut adding anything to it. On 
this basis, the item s .. p,,.A,..R. ... C would npt be a member of most 
people's vocabulary, even though it i~imilai'.' to and may 
remind you of the word s ... P .. A-R .. K, In the same way the item 
S-L-A-N-D would not be in most people's vocabulary even 
though it ii? similar to and sounds like S-L,,.A-N-T. First or 
last names shot.ild alsci not be treated as independent t,tni,ts. 
E~amples of names which you might recognize, but should not 
be treated as independent units are c-H-u-c-K and s-M-I-T-H. 
Slang terms may be treated as independent units. If 
they are members of your vocabulary, you should indiciilte 
this with your response. Examples of fairly common slang 
terms are S-W-E-L··L and c ... H .... U-M ... P. If items such as these 
are part of your vocabulary, then you should respond 
appropriately. 
A complete trial sequence will proceed like this: 1ou 
should hol.5!_ the thumb button in your nonpreferred hand /"""E 
~""r-
indicates /. Also, you ~hould hold the switch between the 
thumb and-:foref:lnge:i;- of your preferred hand L~K indicates_7. 
When the experimenter is in the ne~t room, ~nd ready to start, 
a buzze~ will sound indicating that you may begin. Start each 
tl;'ial by presS!ii:ig the th~mb button. A-Pout one second after 
you press it, the item will appear on the screen. As quickly 
as possible, clecide whether the item is in your vocabulary 
or not, and move the switch in the appropriate direction. 
Both speed and accuracy are important. After your response, 
move the switch ba,ck to the middle poi>ition. Make sure that 
when you press the thumb button you are paying very c lo:iH~ 
attention to the screen and that you are holding the switch 
properly. After your response, the white light will come on 
for a short rest interval. You may not l'lCtivate the next 
trial until the white light goes off. After the white light 
goes off, you may start another trial when you wish, making 
sure you are paying very close attention to the screen before 
you press the thumb butt;:;on. 
Are there any questions? 
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